FAST.
CONSISTENT.
PERFECTLY PREPARED.
EVERY TIME.
Today’s foodservice market demands
made-to-order freshness and reliable consistency
at every turn. As customer preferences evolve
and menus become more complex, it’s more
challenging than ever for operators to maintain
the same level of quality for their ingredients,
preparation and presentation — especially across
multiple locations.
For more than 40 years, AyrKing has been
helping operators do just that — all while saving
time, money and hassle. Operators count on
AyrKing’s lineup of automated products to
deliver fresh menu items that are perfectly
prepared and consistently delicious.
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THE AYRKING DIFFERENCE
While marinating, sifting and breading by hand can add significant
time and labor costs to an operation’s bottom line, AyrKing’s
product solutions like the Breader Blender Sifter, the DrumRoll
Automated Breader and the Tumble Marinator offer a more
cost-effective alternative for on-demand marinating, consistent
breading and perfect frying.
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